ABSTRACT: Shoaling of solitary waves on both gentle (1:35) and steeper slopes (-<1:6.50) is analyzed up to breaking using both a fully nonlinear wave model and high-accuracy laboratory experiments. For the mildest slope, close agreement is obtained between both approaches up to breaking, where waves become very asymmetric and breaking indices reach almost twice the value for the largest stable symmetric wave. Bottom friction does not seem to affect the results at all. Wave celerity decreases during shoaling and slightly increases before breaking. At breaking, the crest particle velocity is almost horizontal and reaches 90% of the crest celerity, which is two to three times larger than the bottom velocity. The nonlinear shallow water (NSW) equations and the Boussinesq approximation both fail to predict these results. Finally, shoaling rates for various wave heights and bottom slopes differ from the predictions of Green's or Boussinesq shoaling laws. On the mildest slope, shoaling rates roughly follow a "two-zone" model proposed earlier but on steeper slopes reflection becomes significant and wave heights change little during shoaling.
INTRODUCTION
The shoaling and breaking of waves are among the most important phenomena in nearshore areas. Characteristics of waves at breaking directly control surf-zone dynamics and hence also control sediment transport, beach erosion, and design of coastal structures used for beach protection. The shoaling, breaking, and runup of solitary waves on a sloping bottom is of interest both for the study of tsunami propagation in coastal regions and because solitary waves approximately model steep waves on beaches. Having the largest energy, impulse, and runup (Fenton and Rienecker 1982) , solitary waves also represent a good model for extreme design waves of coastal structures.
Although nonlinearity very much increases for waves close to breaking, shoaling is still calculated in many cases, even up to breaking, based on weakly nonlinear theories. A significant amount of literature has been published that analyzes long wave shoaling and runup on slopes using the nonlinear shallow water (NSW) equations or the Boussinesq approximation. Thus, analytic solutions to periodic problems were obtained by Carrier and Greenspan (1958) and Carrier (1966) , and analytic solutions to the solitary wave problem were obtained by Synolakis (1987) . Numerical solutions have been developed by Hibberd and Peregrine (1979) , Pedersen and Gjevik (1983) , Freilich and Guza (1984) , Liu et al. (1985) , Kobayashi et al. (1989) , and Zelt (1991) . Furthermore, Kim et al. (1983) solved the fully nonlinear equations by a boundary integral formulation to study solitary wave runup ~Assoc. Prof., Dept. of Oc. Engrg., Univ. of Rhode Island, Narragansett, R1 02882.
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Note. Discussion open until May 1, 1995. To extend the closing date one month, a written request must be filed with the ASCE Manager of Journals. The manuscript for this paper was submitted for review and possible publication on October 12, 1993. This paper is part of the Journal of Waterway, Port, Coastal, and Ocean En~ gineering, Vol. 120, No. 6, November/December, 1994. 9 ISSN 0733-950X/ 94/0006-0609/$2.00 + $.25 per page. Paper No. 7139. on steep slopes. Experimental results for shoaling and breaking of solitary waves were obtained by Ippen and Kulin (1954) , Camfield and Street (1969) , and recently by Papanicolaou and Raichlen (1987) , Synolakis (1987) , and Skjelbreia (1987) . In particular, Synolakis, comparing results from the NSW equations with experimental results, finds deviations in the surface profiles in the final stages of shoaling, when waves get steep. Svendsen and Grilli (1990) and Grilli and Svendsen (1991a,b) found, using a high-accuracy boundary-element solution (BEM) of the fully nonlinear equations, that when solitary waves of steepness up to 0.50 runup on a relatively steep slope (>-1:3), the velocity profiles would differ quite significantly from the depth uniform velocity which is intimately linked with the NSW equations. Similarly, the same study showed that computed runups for nonbreaking waves, while in close agreement with experimental results, would differ from the NSW predictions by as much as 15% on the steeper slopes. Finally, due to insufficient dispersive effects in the equations, both NSW and Boussinesq approximations lead to unlimited shallow-water steepening, which makes waves overshoal in regions with high nonlinearity and makes these equations unable to predict both the location and the characteristics of breaking waves (Camfield and Street 1969; Grilli et al. 1994b) .
Most of the problems or inaccuracies just mentioned are due to limitations of particular approaches or wave theories [order of truncation, see Kirby (1991) for detail]. As we will see, accurate prediction of wave shoaling over a sloping bottom can be done up to breaking, within the frame of potential flow approximation, by including full nonlinear effects in the free-surface boundary conditions. In an early attempt in this direction, Chan and Street (1970) used a marker-and-ceU solution of Euler's equations, and experimental results for the runup on a vertical wall of large solitary waves were well predicted using this method. A more successful approach to nonlinear ideal flows is based on boundary integral formulations. This was first attempted for deep water by Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet (1976) and further developed by Vinje and Brevig (1981) and Dold and Peregrine (1986) . Most of these and similar applications solved the problem in a transformed space or used complex variable formulations, and also utilized the assumption that waves are periodic in space. Therefore these methods are not applicable for the present problem. Grilli et al. (1989) extended the method to arbitrary waves and to complex bottom topography by solving the equations directly in the physical space. A number of independent validations of this numerical model have already been conducted for solitary waves by comparing results to analytic solutions and to laboratory experiments. Svendsen and Grilli (1990) showed that measured free-surface elevations for the runup of solitary waves on smooth steep slopes (->1:3) were reproduced in the model down to very small scale oscillations. GriUi and Svendsen (1991a,b) , similarly, showed that results for solitary wave runup on a vertical wall were in close agreement with laboratory measurements and with other numerical solutions. Grilli et al. (1994a) , finally, showed that model results agreed well with experiments for solitary waves breaking over submerged breakwaters. Notice, Yasuda et al. (1992) presented results of a model similar to Dold and Peregrine's (1986) that agreed quite well with experiments, for solitary waves shoaling over very gentle slopes.
In the present paper, the model of Grilli et al. (1989) is used in combination with very accurate laboratory experiments to study the shoaling of solitary waves over both gentle (1:35) and steeper slopes (up to 1:6.50). For the mildest slope, wave elevation and shoaling rates, wave celerity, particle velocity at the crest, velocities under the crest, and potential and kinetic energy are analyzed up to breaking. For all tested slopes, shoaling rates and reflection from the slope are discussed as a function of wave height and slope and compared to existing theoretical solutions. Only the prebreaking regimes are analyzed. Breaking and postbreaking processes are left out for further studies [see Zelt (1991) , Otta et al. (1993) , Grilli et al. (1994c) , and Synolakis and Skjelbreia (1993) for a literature survey and analysis of breaking and postbreaking of solitary waves].
Notice, preliminary results relative to the present studies were already reported in Grilli and Svendsen (1991b) , Svendsen et al. (1992) , and Otta et al. (1993) .
DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL MODEL
The two-dimensional (2D) fully nonlinear wave model by Grilli et al. (1989 Grilli et al. ( , 1990 ) is used in the computations. In addition, improved free-surface representation and quasi-singular integration methods by Subramanya (1993, 1994) are used to accurately and efficiently solve cases of wave propagation in very shallow water, in computational domains with both large aspect ratio and sharp geometry (Fig. 1) . A brief description of the numerical model is given in the following. 
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Governing Equations
The model solves 2D free-surface flows of an ideal fluid. Under such conditions, Green's identity makes it possible to transform the continuity equation for the velocity potential into a boundary-integral equation (BIE) .
Under potential flow approximation velocity is given by, u = V~b = (u, w), in which ~b(x, t) is the velocity potential, and continuity equation in the fluid domain ~(t) with boundary F(t) reads [Fig. l(a) 
Using the free space Green's function, G(x, xl) = -(1/2~r)log [x -xl[, (1) transforms into the singular BIE fr [O~b OG(x'x~) 
in which x = (x, z) and xl = (xt, Zl) = position vectors for points on the boundary; n = the unit outward normal vector; and a(xt) = a geometric coefficient. N discretization nodes are specified on the computational boundary and M higher-order boundary elements (BEM) are used to interpolate between them (Brebbia and Walker 1980; Grilli et al. 1989) . In the present applications, quadratic isoparametric elements are used on lateral and bottom boundaries, and cubic elements ensuring continuity of the tangential slope of the boundary are used on the free surface. The latter elements combine cubic splines, to describe the geometry, and cubic sliding polynomials, to describe the field variables (Grilli and Subramanya 1993) .
The BIE (2) is evaluated at each discretization node. Nonsingular integrals are computed based on a standard Gauss quadrature rule. A kernel transformation is applied to weakly singular integrals which are then integrated by a numerical quadrature that is exact for the logarithmic singularity (Grilli et al. 1989 ). Compatibility relationships are specified between boundary velocity components on each side of corners, to ensure both uniqueness and regularity of the solution . Special methods are used to improve the accuracy of regular integrations near comers and in other areas of the domain where elements on different parts of the boundary may get close to each other (quasi-singular integrals; e.g., upper part of the slope, breaker jets) (Svendsen et al. 1992; Subramanya 1993, 1994) .
Boundary Conditions
On the free surface F/(t), dp satisfies the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions
DtDd~ _ gz + 1 p,,; Dt ~ V~b. V~b ---on Is(t ) (4) P respectively, with r = position vector on the free surface; g = gravitational acceleration; z = vertical coordinate; p, = pressure at the free surface, assumed to be zero in the applications; and p = fluid density.
Boundary conditions (3) and (4) are integrated in time based on two second-order Taylor series expansions, for ~b and r, expressed in terms of a time step At and of the Lagrangian time derivative, D/Dt. The trajectories of individual free surface particles--identical to nodes of the BEM discretization--are then calculated based on these Taylor series (Grilli et al. 1989 velocity, up(xp(t) ), and acceleration, ap(X,(t)) specified such as to generate a first-order solitary wave . Boundary conditions thus read 2 = xp
where overlines denote specified values; and Xp, Up = YCp and t~p = 29 are calculated using a method similar to Goring's (1978) . 2. Elevation, -q, and potential, q~, for fully nonlinear solitary waves are specified on the free surface at initial time to as
where -q and q~ are calculated based on Tanaka's (1986) numerical solution. Grilli and Svendsen (1991a) showed that, over constant depth, wavemaker-generated solitary waves (method 1) propagated in the model without noticeable change of form only for small incident wave height (Ho/ho <-0.25). For larger waves, oscillatory tails were shed behind the waves during propagation while the wave height slightly decreased. These computations are supported by the present experiments and also agree with Goring's (1978) conclusion, based on his experiments, that wavemaker generation of solitary waves is only accurate for small incident waves. Grilli and Svendsen (1991a) also showed that larger waves (Ho/ho > 0.25) generated in the model using method 2 propagated over constant depth without change of form. This is because these waves, unlike first-order solitary waves, are "numerically exact" solutions of the fully nonlinear equations [ (1)- (4)]. In the present applications, in order to better compare computations with laboratory experiments, the generation by a numerical wavemaker (method 1), although less accurate is used to generate incident waves up to Ho/ho = 0.25, and the exact method (method 2) is used to generate larger waves.
Numerical Accuracy
The time step is automatically selected in the model, based on a mesh Courant number, to ensure optimal accuracy and stability of computations ). In the applications, accuracy is checked by verifying conservation of wave volume and total energy (Grilli et al. 1989) . In all cases, spatial and temporal discretizations were selected for both of these to stay constant to within 0.05% during most of the wave propagation. When breaking occurs, however, errors in volume and energy increase, and computations were stopped at breaking when errors became larger than 1.0% [see Subramanya (1993, 1994) for details of typical discretizations, numerical parameters, and computational errors for solitary wave shoaling in shallow water].
DESCRIPTION OF LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
In the following, primed variables denote classical dimensionless variables of long wave theory: length is divided by ho, time by hV~o/~ and celerity by V'gho. Table 1 for exact locations). To eliminate effects of friction and irregularities from wave generation over the constant depth region [see Grilli and Svendsen (1991a) for details], incident waves were measured at 5ho in front of the slope [x' = -5; gauge gO in Fig. l(b) ], and required incident wave heights were obtained at this location by trial and error.
Since only six individual gauges were available, each experiment was repeated twice and gauges were moved over the slope between experiments, while keeping gauge gO fixed as a reference. The last gauge (g9) was always located close to the expected point of breaking in the experiments. Measurements were taken at each gauge and digitized every 0.025 or 0.020 s for the first and second parts of each experiment, respectively. The higher sampling rate was selected for the gauges located in the upper part of the slope, due to the higher rate of change of surface elevations when approaching breaking.
A high degree of repeatability of experiments was observed. Both incident wave elevations measured at gauge gO and elevations measured over the slope were repeated to within 0.5%, in two to five replicates of experiments for each tested wave, except for the last two gauges over the slope (g8 and g9), where differences reached 1% or so, due to the proximity of breaking. The figures show that both waves become more and more asymmetric and that their crests steepen while shoaling up the slope. This behavior is observed in the lbresent experiments, as discussed later, and was also observed in Camfield and Street's (1969) , and Skjelbreia's (1987) experiments [see also discussion by Synolakis and Skjelbreia (1993) ]. Skjelbreia notes, "backs of the waves eventually resemble triangles propagating without important change of form, whereas fronts of the waves peak up and narrow more and more up to breaking." Identical features can be seen on Figs. 2(a and c) .
Computations were interrupted for each wave at, or slightly after, wave crests reached the breaking point defined as the location, xb, for which the computed wave profile has a vertical tangent. Breaking depth is defined as hb = h(Xb), and breaking height is the corresponding crest elevation, Hb. Computations gave x~ = 26.27 and 20.32 for each wave, respectively, and the last profiles in Figs. 2(b and d) show waves at breaking. One sees that the smaller wave seems to be breaking more as a spilling breaker, with a small-size overturning region at the crest, whereas the larger wave is breaking more as a plunging breaker, with a larger-size overturning region corresponding to roughly the upper third of the crest. In fact, further computations with a better resolution of the crests and of the breaker jets would show that both of these waves end up breaking as full-scale plunging breakers. Breaking patterns and breaking criterion for solitary waves will not be further analyzed in this paper. These are partly discussed in Otta et al. (1993) , and are further detailed in Grilli et al. (1994c) .
Comparison with Experiments
Computed (solid lines) and measured flee-surface elevations (indicated with O) are compared in Fig. 3 , for Hi = 0.20, as a function of time t', at some of the experimental gauge locations g0-g9 (Table 1) . Due to slightly different lengths of the constant depth region in both numerical and experimental cases (Fig. 1 ), results were synchronized at the time the incident wave crest crossed the location of gauge gO in the computations, i.e., for t' = 13.56. From that time onward, however, computations and experiments were compared, without any adjustment being made to their propagation time.
Results in Fig. 3(a) for the reference gauge gO show that both calculated and measured incident waves are in excellent agreement. Notice, for t' > 25, that both of these results exhibit a small increase in water level, which can be identified as a reflected wave (elevation about 0.008). Reflection from the slope is further discussed later in another section. Results in Fig.  3(b) for five different gauges, the last one (g9) being very close to the breaking point, also show an excellent agreement between calculated and measured free surface elevations up to the time of breaking, t~ = 44.52, after which computations were interrupted. In particular, both the asymmetric wave crest and the shallow "triangle" behind the crest are very well predicted in the calculations. The excellent agreement of computed and measured surface elevations up to breaking confirms that the potential flow model correctly accounts for the physical phenomena governing solitary wave shoaling over gentle slopes. Effects of friction, in particular, seem to be quite negligible for smooth gentle slopes. This was already concluded by To investigate effects of incident wave height on wave shoaling, and to extend the comparison to other wave heights tested in the experiments, shoaling was also computed for H" = 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, 0.30, and 0.40 on the 1:35 slope. The relative wave height, H/h, computed for these waves is plotted in Fig. 4(a) as a function of x', the distance from the toe of the slope. The variation is essentially the same for all values of H', and all waves in the figure end up breaking. Noticeable is the fact that the value of H/h at the breaking point, Hb/h b = 1.36-1.47 (breaking index), is almost independent of the initial height of the wave. The smaller waves just travel to smaller depths, further up the slope, before they break. This pattern was already observed experimentally by Ippen and Kulin (1954) , Camfield and Street (1969) , and Skjelbreia (1987) , and is also observed in the present experiments. Fig. 4 (b) compares computed and measured values of H/h in the upper part of the slope, for the four smaller waves in Fig. 4(a) It is also worth noticing that both calculated and measured breaking indices are dramatically above the height, 0.78 or 0.80, of the highest stable wave. The reason for this is of course that the (in)stability of a high symmetrical wave on a constant depth (Tanaka et al. 1987 ) has little to do with the asymmetrical deformation leading to breaking of a wave on a gradually decreasing water depth.
Computed Wave Celerity and Particle Velocity at Crest
The good agreement between calculations and measurements and, particularly, the absence of time lag between them [e.g., in Fig. 3(b) ], indicate that the wave celerity is accurately predicted in the model, up to the breaking point. Although c~ is close to being exact for predicting the celerity of the two (symmetric) incident solitary waves, it is quite inaccurate for predicting the celerity of steep and asymmetric shoaling solitary waves. Results show that c~ overpredicts the wave celerity during shoaling by up to 52% and 24%, for each wave, respectively.
The variation of c' during wave shoaling is quite remarkable. For both waves, the celerity slowly but continuously decreases for the larger part of the shoaling process (c' < c') up to a point, corresponding to H/h = 0.70 and 0.90, respectively, where celerity starts increasing at a faster rate to reach a value slightly larger than c" close to the breaking point. Grilli et al. (1994b) compared predictions of a model based on modified Boussinesq equations (BM), with improved linear dispersion characteristics (weakly dispersive, weakly nonlinear approximation), to those of the fully nonlinear BEM model, for the shoaling of solitary waves over gentle slopes. They found that the BM predicts a continuous decrease in celerity that closely matches the celerity calculated in the BEM model up to the point where celerity starts increasing. No significant increase in celerity, however, is predicted by the BM close to breaking, but merely a slight leveling off, These results seem to indicate that the initial decrease in celerity observed in Fig.  5 is due to (essentially linear) dispersive effects, well represented in the BM (but not in the NSW equations), and that the eventual increase in celerity is due to higher nonlinearity close to breaking, not included in the BM. Fig. 5 also shows the particle velocity components at the crest, V'c = (u'c, w'c), as a function of x'. Results indicate that the vertical velocity at the crest, W'c, is very small except close to breaking. V'c hence is closely identical to the horizontal velocity at the crest, u'. At breaking, V" increases up to 85% and 89% of the wave celerity c', for each wave, respectively; i.e., close but not quite equal to the theoretical criterion for wave instability: V'c -> c'. The reason for this is that, at the breaking point, the maximum horizontal velocity actually occurs at the tip of the jet, which is slightly below and in front of the crest [see Grilli et al. (1994c) for details]. , the horizontal velocity at the crest is 2.22 and 2.80 times the horizontal velocity at the bottom, for each wave, respectively. These results again raise questions concerning the accuracy of first-order long-wave theories, which either assume uniform horizontal velocities over depth, or only consider depth-averaged quantities for calculating the kinematics of shoaling waves close to the breaking point. Fig. 7 shows variations of kinetic energy, e~, and potential energy, ep, during shoaling, for both H" = 0.20 and 0.40, up to the breaking point. Results in Fig. 7 are consistent with the trends discussed earlier for the changes in both wave celerity and particle velocity. Potential energy slightly increases at the early stages of shoaling, following the increase in wave elevation (Fig. 2) . Kinetic energy in turn decreases, in agreement with the slight decrease observed in wave celerity (Fig. 5) . At the latest stages of shoaling, however, the increase in particle velocity, particularly in the high crest region (Fig. 6) , leads to an increase in kinetic energy that overcomes the gains in wave elevation. This is also in agreement with the observed increase in wave celerity at this stage (Fig. 5) .
Computed Horizontal Velocities under Crest

Computed Kinetic and Potential Energy
SOLITARY WAVE SHOALING AS FUNCTION OF SLOPE
The absolute change in height of the waves during shoaling cannot be deduced from Fig. 4, nor does Fig. 4 give indications on effects of changing The theoretical "Green's law," which predicts shoaling rates oc h-1/4, is plotted in Fig. 8 as a straight chained line of slope 1:4 ("G"), and "Boussinesq's law," which according to Boussinesq equations predicts shoaling rates oc h -~, is plotted as a straight chained line of slope 1:1 ("B") [see Synolakis and Skjelbreia (1993) for a literature survey and a discussion of these theoretical laws].
Reflection
Incident waves are reflected by the slope during shoaling. For the mildest slopes (s -< 1:20) wave reflection is likely to be very small. Due to the finite length of the computational domain and to the large interaction time be- tween waves and the slope, however, reflected waves propagating backward into the tank may also reflect back from the wavemaker and add to the wave reflected from the slope. Both of these effects contribute to a slight increase in water level behind the main wave, as observed in the model and in experiments for s = 1:35 and 1:20 (x' < 0). This is illustrated in Fig.  3(a) , for t' > 25, and in Fig. 8(a) , where all waves reach the toe of the slope (ho/h = 1) with a slightly larger height [for s = 1:35, H > Ho by up to 1.5%, e.g., for wave (a)]. Since smaller solitary waves are longer, and thus interact earlier and for a longer time with the slope, the increase in height on the milder slopes is more pronounced for the smaller waves [e.g. Fig. 8(b) shows the substantial difference in the behavior on different slopes for waves initially of the same height. For H" = 0.2 (c), for instance, it is apparent that waves shoal-up at a higher rate on gentler slopes. Whereas wave height increases by a factor close to 2.0 for the wave on the gentler slopes, the wave essentially propagates without change in absolute height on the steeper slopes. Fig. 8 also shows that none of the two theoretical laws, G or B, proposed in the literature for the variation of the height of shoaling long waves, is particularly satisfactory. Green's law ("G") clearly has some merit during the initial stages of wave shoaling on the mildest slope, 1:35, as long as wave height is not too large, as one should expect from its derivation based on small amplitude waves on gentle slopes. For larger wave height, all shoaling curves start diverging from Green's law, and the point of divergence occurs in deeper water the larger the incident wave. For all six waves calculated on the 1:35 slope, divergence from Green's law occurs for H/h = 0.45-0.51, indicating that a similar "amount of nonlinearity" seems to represent the threshold for this divergence to occur.
Shoaling Rates
More surprising perhaps is the ability of Boussinesq law to predict, albeit approximately, the later part of the wave height development toward breaking on the mildest slope, as judged from the fact that all curves for H/Ho have the same slope in that region. On the steeper slopes, however, even 1:20, none of the theoretical laws will apparently provide accurate predictions for the wave height variation. In fact, the steepest waves, (g) or (e) on both 1:8.25 and 1:6.50 slopes, even slightly decrease in height as they climb the slope (although one can show that H/h still increases monotonously up to the breaking point).
These features were observed in experiments for gentle slopes by Ippen and Kulin (1954) , Camfield and Street (1969) , and Skjelbreia (1987) , as well as in present experiments. Based on experiments, Synolakis and Skjelbreia (1993) presented a simplified model for solitary wave shoaling over gentle slopes: a "zone of gradual shoaling," in which shoaling rates more or less follow Green's law, and a "zone of rapid shoaling," preceding breaking in which shoaling rates more or less follow "Boussinesq's law." From the results just presented we see that although this approximate model deafly has some merit in providing an overall qualitative description of both experiments and computations for gentle slopes, it lacks exact prediction for a given slope of the point of divergence from Green's law and thus cannot really provide quantitative results for solitary wave shoaling. The simplified model also completely fails to predict the nearly unchanged wave height that occurs on steep slopes. Clearly, more theoretical work has to be done to come up with a good justification of all shoaling behaviors observed in Fig. 8 .
CONCLUSIONS
Shoaling of solitary waves has been analyzed over both gentle and steep slopes, using a fully nonlinear potential model and high accuracy laboratory experiments. On the mildest slope (1:35), close agreement is obtained between computed and measured surface elevations up to the breaking point. Results show that wave asymmetry very much increases during shoaling. Both calculated and measured breaking indices are in good agreement as well as are locations of breaking points. Noteworthy is the fact that these indices are dramatically larger than the classical criterion for wave height at breaking based on the highest symmetrical wave, -0.8h. These results confirm the applicability of potential flow theory to the problem. Bottom friction, in particular, which is not included in the model, does not seem to have any effect at all on the fairly gentle smooth slope of 1:35.
For the mildest slope, a more detailed analysis of shoaling wave celerity, particle velocity at the crest, horizontal velocity under the crest, and kinetic and potential energy shows that neither the NSW nor Boussinesq approximations is applicable for waves close to breaking. NSW theory overpredicts wave celerity and very much underpredicts crest velocity, whereas Boussinesq theory underpredicts wave celerity and overpredicts wave height at breaking, and is also unable to account for the large vertical variation of the horizontal velocity in the high crest region. Limited tests show that, at breaking, the particle velocity at the crest is almost horizontal and reaches 85-90% of the crest celerity. At this stage, the crest particle velocity is also 2.2-2.8 times larger than the bottom velocity.
Shoaling rates calculated as a function of initial wave height and bottom slope significantly differ from the predictions of the two theoretical shoaling laws available in the literature. On the mildest slope, however, results qualitatively agree with the "two-zone" shoaling model proposed by Synolakis and Skjelbreia (1993) , but details of the evolution cannot be predicted by this simple model. On steeper slopes, reflection becomes significant and wave height essentially does not change during shoaling.
The good agreement of numerical results with experimental data for solitary wave shoaling on plane beaches leads us to conclude that the fully nonlinear potential model can be used as a predictive tool for calculating wave shoaling up to breaking over natural beaches. The present method indeed works for an arbitrary bottom topography and future investigations may use realistic beach geometries including bars and coastal structures. Extension of computations to more general incident periodic or irregular waves, however, requires implementing an "absorbing beach" into the model in order to pursue computations further than the time breaking of a wave first occurs. A first attempt in this direction is reported in Subramanya and Grilli (1994) .
Another direction for further research is the detailed calculation and analysis of shallow water breaker kinematics. Such studies were done for deep water breakers, using both experiments and nonlinear models similar to the present one [e.g., Chan and Melville (1988) ], but to our knowledge none of the existing methods has been able so far to calculate characteristics of arbitrary waves breaking over a bottom of complex geometry. The present method has this capability and initial attempts in this direction for both solitary and periodic waves are reported in Otta et al. (1993) , Grilli et al. (1994c) , and Subramanya and Grilli (1994) . quantities at breaking point; quantities at wave crest; collocation point (or node) on boundary; quantities for incident wave; and quantities for piston wavemaker.
dimensionless variables according to long wave theory; and prescribed boundary condition.
